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Author responses to reviews of125

amt-2021-320:126

“Aircraft-engine particulate matter emissions from conventional127

and sustainable aviation fuel combustion: comparison of128

measurement techniques for mass, number, and size”129

by J. C. Corbin et al.130

131

2. RC1132

133

General review:134

 This manuscript compares different measuring techniques for aircraft gas-135

turbine-emitted nvPM mass number and size, and total number and size from136

exhaust sampled at 43m of a V2527-A5 and a CFM56- 2C1 aircraft engine burning137

a range of sustainable and conventional aviation fuels as part of the ECLIF  2 test138

campaign.  The manuscript is well written, and the data presented is novel and139

relevant to the scientific  community. The data processing is of good quality;140

however, I found that the interpretation of the  consistency between nvPM number141

and mass emission indices was not entirely addressed and  sometimes misleading,142

particularly for mass and size. Please note that I wasn’t able to access the143

supplementary information and table S1 which may answer some of my144

comments.145

146

We thank the reviewer for their time and comments.147

148

According to an emailed communication with AMT, our references to149

the “Supplement” should have been references to a “Data Availability”150

section, and the reviewer was emailed this information as well.151

152

153

Major comments:154

- Loss correction:155
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o Penetration function 1 measurement: Would you be able to add the156

size distribution  characteristics of the nebulised ammonium sulfate (it157

could only be in the SI)? Was it  representative and the size distributions158

you typically measured during the test  campaign (i.e., GMD ~20-40 nm)?159

160

We added statements of the GMD and GSD to the text:161

The ratio of the NASA to NRC PSDs (GMD 30 nm, GSD 1.7) then provided a162

first estimate of the penetration function.163

164

We note that it is not essential that the GMD be similar to those165

measured during the campaign, since the penetration function is size-166

resolved. It is only essential that sufficient number counts are measured in167

each bin to obtain reasonable uncertainties.168

169

o Penetration function 2: I am unsure of what you mean here. Do you170

mean you used  the UTRC model to predict size-dependent losses in this171

section (as can be seen in  Figure 4) or did you use the full N/M method that172

outputs a correction factor for nvPM  number and mass? If you only used173

the UTRC model, which particle size distribution did you use? If you used174

the N/M method, how did you correct for losses to the DMS- 500? The loss175

correction methodology you used would affect the interpretation of  your176

results, and therefore it should be clearly explained.177

178

The full paragraph starts with Particles may be lost to the walls of179

sampling lines or to deposits on those walls. The fraction of particles penetrating a180

given system varies with size, according to a characteristic penetration function.181

Four penetration functions were applied in this study … (Figure 4), to clarify that182

we refer to size-dependent functions as seen in Figure 4. We clarified the183

subsequent sentence by changing184

Function 2 was calculated using the standard loss calculation methodologies185

provided in SAE documents AIR6504 (SAE, 2017) and ARP6481 (SAE, 2019).186

To187
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Function 2 was calculated using the standard equations for line penetration,188

as detailed in the loss calculation methodologies provided in SAE documents AIR6504189

(SAE, 2017) and ARP6481 (SAE, 2019).190

Here the text specifies that the calculations produced Function 2 as191

shown in Figure 4, which is size-resolved. The following new paragraph was192

added to state this explicitly:193

All reported data are corrected for these penetration functions. Size-resolved194

data (SMPS) were corrected using the size-resolved penetration functions shown in195

Figure 4. Size-integrated data (all other instruments) were corrected by weighting196

the penetration functions by the corresponding measured SMPS PVDs. The correction197

factors are given in the Data Availability section.198

199

200

201

202

- Figure 5:203

o 40% N1 with REF4 graph: It appears the SMPS+TD also measures part of204

a peak < 10  nm, which appears to be volatile given the SMPS+CS doesn’t see it.205

Does that mean  the TD is not 100% efficient at removing volatiles? This should be206

discussed. Also in  line 49, you discuss that an nvPM mode < 10 nm was observed207

with the CFM56 engine.  Can you confirm that it was a nvPM mode and not a208

volatile mode?209

210

Our data do not allow us to identify whether these small particles were non-211

volatile or represent an imperfect performance of the CS and TD.212

We added the above statement after the description of the <10nm213

mode. We kept this brief to avoid speculation.214

215

o On multiple PSDs, the start of a large size mode can be observed (~200216

nm) which  could indicate you were measuring shed particles (unless it came from217

the engine) or  oil. Were you performing regular cleanliness checks? Did you use218

in-line cyclones to  all your analysers? If this was shedding, it could significantly219
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impact nvPM mass  measurements < 10 ug/m3 and would affect EIm estimation220

from integrated particle  size measurement. This is not discussed anywhere in the221

manuscript; hence  discussion regarding this should be added.222

There is some evidence for an increase in SMPS-calculated volume at larger223

particle sizes in Figure 5a, at both 40% and 60% N1. If these large particles indicated224

the presence of a large aerosol mode which varied independently from the primary225

mode (e.g. if they were emitted by some other process than the engine itself), they226

would introduce a EIm-dependent bias in the ratio of SMPS-based EIm to other227

instruments, which was not observed (Section 4.4.2).228

We added the text above to the Results. We did not mention shedding229

explicitly as we feel that a mention requires a citation of a study proving its230

importance. Shedding is extremely unlikely in our study; our main sampling231

line was brand new and was baked prior to analysis. There was no evidence232

of shedding in zero and background air measurements. Also, the large233

particle mode in Figure 5 represents volatile particles, and is very likely234

related to oil. Our AMS data indicated the presence of oil-related mass235

fragments. However, the AMS data are out of scope of the present study.236

237

Additional arguments can be put forward as follows, that we feel are238

excessive for the manuscript:239

Figure 2 shows that the PM mass and number concentrations were240

close to zero (number is off-scale due to the log scale) for background241

conditions. Filtered-inlet conditions would therefore be even lower. There is242

no evidence of shedding here.243

Figure 9 shows that there is no change in the ratio of EIm/mean-EIm at244

lower EIm. Therefore, the bias between SMPS and mass-based instruments245

was not a function of EIm. If shedding contributed to line concentrations,246

then its contribution would be larger at lower EIm, and the SMPS would be247

biased lower at lower EIm (because it would not see all of the shed particles).248

249

250
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- Particle size statistics; GMD and GSD: It is not clear whether you compared the251

measured  particle size distributions or if they were corrected for particle loss to a252

common sampling point (plenum or probe) using a bin-by-bin approach with253

measured PSD and the penetration functions (or another method?). Please clarify254

this in the main text and in the figure titles.255

256

We added a paragraph to Methods:257

All reported data are corrected for these penetration functions. Size-258

resolved data (SMPS) were corrected using the size-resolved penetration259

functions shown in Figure 4. Size-integrated data (all other instruments) were260

corrected by weighting the penetration functions by the corresponding261

measured SMPS PVDs. The correction factors are given in the Data262

Availability section.263

264

And a comment in Results:265

Figure 5 shows selected PSDs […] The PSDs are corrected for line penetration266

as described above267

268

And modified Figure 4’s caption:269

These functions have been used to correct all other presented data.270

271

272

273

- Section 4.3: Consistency between number-based emission indices of nvPM and274

vPM275

276

277

278

o APC Vs SMPS number: Have you considered that both SMPSs were just under-279

reporting due to the large corrections performed within the SMPS software (losses280

in  the DMA, the poor charging efficiency of the bipolar charger, non-linearity of the281

CPC  response)? When were the SMPSs last serviced and calibrated? Were the282
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SMPSs  compared with the APC on the same source prior to the test campaign? As283

currently  written, this section implies that SMPSs are more precise at measuring284

nvPM number  than the standard regulatory compliant APC. I don’t agree with285

your conclusion that  the APC was likely overcorrected only because you found the286

two SMPSs to agree with  each-other. What if there was two APC in agreement and287

only one SMPS?288

289

Here, the Reviewer has helpfully included detailed questions to justify290

their valid criticism.  However, we believe that this criticism results from a291

miscommunication and not a difference of scientific interpretation. We did292

not intend to imply that we believed the SMPSs to be more reliable than the293

APC, nor to use the SMPSs as reference to diagnose problems with the APC.294

295

The old paragraph is:296

Figure 7c compares the measured vPM and nvPM EInum with the mean nvPM297

EInum (i.e., mean of the NRC CS-SMPS, NASA TD-SMPS, and NARS APC. The grey298

shading shows that all instruments agreed to within a factor of 2. The APC299

and DMS500 nvPM EInum were both typically higher than the two similar300

SMPSs. Substantial variability between the two SMPSs was also observed.301

302

In Figure 7c, the penetration-corrected APC EInum are approximately 50%303

larger than the SMPS EInum under all conditions. Our measured PSDs rule out304

the possibility that 50% of particles were not seen by the SMPS. Therefore, we305

attribute the difference between APC and SMPS results to uncertainties in the306

APC or SMPS penetration correction functions (Figure 4), i.e., we hypothesize307

that this difference would not have been observed had the instruments all308

sampled from the same plenum from comparable sampling lines.309

310

311

The rewritten paragraph is:312

In Figure 7c, the penetration-corrected APC EInum are approximately 50%313

larger than the SMPS EInum under all conditions. Our measured PSDs rule out314
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the possibility that 50% of particles were not seen by the SMPS. Therefore, we315

attribute the difference between APC and SMPS results to uncertainties in the316

APC or SMPS penetration correction functions (Figure 4), i.e., we hypothesize317

that this difference would not have been observed had the instruments all318

sampled from the same plenum from comparable sampling lines.319

320

We have not specifically addressed the Reviewer’s technical321

comments about SMPS uncertainty because our revisions to the manuscript322

already cover these details.323

324

Running all counting instruments on the same source, with equivalent325

lines, would have be an excellent experiment to perform. However, due to326

the practical limitations of working from separate containers at a field site327

with limited access, we were not able to perform this experiment.328

329

Note that the only other relevant text in the manuscript is in the330

abstract and also does not imply a preference for the SMPS data:331

[abstract] The commercial instruments used included TSI SMPSs, a332

Cambustion DMS500, and an AVL APC, and the data also fell within approximately333

50 % of their geometric mean.334

335

336

o L560: The DMS-500 was measuring unstripped aerosol and therefore could be337

picking  up volatiles in comparison with the other nvPM EInum analysers, which338

could also  explain why it was reporting higher values.339

We agree and had made this statement. Now, we have further clarified340

(see previous point of response).341

342

o Were all the size/number analysers within the recommended 12 months service343

and  calibration period? If not, that could explain some of the disparities observed344

between  the different size analysers. For example, the DMS-500 is calibrated for345

number and  size to a traceable standard but drifts over time and Cambustion only346
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certifies  measurement precision of 10% for size and 20% for number within 12-347

months. I  suggest you add discussion on the calibration uncertainty associated348

with all  analysers.349

Please see two responses above.  All instruments for used for350

measurement of particulates in this manuscript have larger uncertainties351

than experienced with measuring gas phase properties, for instance.  It is not352

unusual for 20% uncertainty with these instruments.  This is well known in353

aerosol science (Kulkarni, Willeke, and Baron, 2011), and adding a354

discussion on this topic to this manuscript would not represent a355

contribution to the literature.356

357

Kulkarni, P., Baron, P. A., & Willeke, K. (2011). Aerosol measurement:358

principles, techniques, and applications. John Wiley & Sons.359

360

361

o Figure 7: It is biased that you only used the SMPSs to calculate the mean and then362

you  compared that mean to the DMS GMD and GSD given it wasn’t included in the363

mean  calculation. Why didn’t you apply the same methodology as for the nvPM364

mass  analyser, calculating the mean using all the different analysers?365

This is a misunderstanding. We used all available data. Figure 7c’s366

caption states367

“In panel (a) and (b), mean is defined from the CS-SMPS (NRC) and TD-SMPS368

(NASA) data. In panel (c), the mean additionally includes the APC (NARS) data”369

370

371

372

- Section 4.4: Consistency between mass-based emission indices373

374

375

376

o Scatter < 100 mg/kg fuel: Are you sure this reflects the noise levels of the377

instruments?  Analysers like the LII and MSS are, to my knowledge, capable of378
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precisely measuring down to 1 ug/m3. Is the difference between the LIIs bias or379

scatter? Did you consider shedding from your system could impact nvPM mass380

measurement as mentioned in a comment above or that potentially inaccurate381

calibration caused this difference (see comment below)? Please discuss this in the382

manuscript.383

The reviewer’s theoretical noise level for LII and MSS is correct, but in384

practice LIIs sometimes have higher detection limits (unpublished data from385

NRC) and MSSs suffer from background-gas absorption as does the CAPS386

(Elser et al., 2019).387

We addressed shedding in our response above. Shedding is one of388

multiple potential reasons for the scatter, but we have no evidence for it in389

our work. In fact, we have evidence against it (above). Discussing only this390

hypothesis would suggest to the reader that it is more likely than the391

alternatives; we wish to avoid that implication.392

393

394

o I would expect the scatter between the three LIIs to be lower than reported given395

they  are the same analyser, particularly the two NRC LIIs given they are next to396

each-other  and presumably calibrated in the same manner. This is not addressed397

or discussed in the text, which is surprising given the detail that goes into the398

fluence sector. Could it have to do with the calibration performed for these399

analysers? Did the laboratory diffusion flame show ICAO annex16 applicability? If400

not, it could well explain some of the scatter you observe for EIm. This is401

something worth discussing in the manuscript.402

403

Here the reviewer has correctly focussed on the scatter between the404

three LIIs, rather than the ratio between them. One reason why the apparent405

scatter is higher is that the two NRC LIIs (0331 and 0574) were not operated406

continuously for the entire campaign. Consequently, there are only 5 points407

in Figures 7 and 8 where the two NRC LIIs can be directly compared with one408

another. Figure 13a shows that the scatter between these two LIIs is minimal409

over short time periods (compare the thick teal line with the dark red410
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squares). Therefore, calibration is not a likely cause of the scatter. We411

speculate that some of the scatter between LIIs is also due to the penetration412

corrections, which were applied on a point-by-point basis and which were413

discussed in Section 4.3.414

To minimize speculation, and because we have no direct evidence for415

penetration corrections causing the differences between LIIs, we hesitate to416

discuss this one hypothesis in detail. We consider it very likely that other417

unknown hypotheses may play a role.418

419

420

o SMPS based EIm: I find the interpretation of this section misleading, as it421

suggests the  SMPS is nearly as good as an LII or MSS at measuring nvPM mass.422

First, the SMPSs generally do not capture the full VSD (as can be seen in figure 5).423

This is true, but:424

Since the spread of nvPM EIm reported by the two SMPS systems was smaller425

than the bias, their difference relative to the reference EIm cannot be attributed to426

measurement biases (such as the limited size range detected by the instruments).427

(underlined text is new)428

429

430

Secondly, you  assumed unit density for the CS-SMPS but the particle density could431

well be below 1  g/cm3, particularly given particle effective density decreases with432

increasing size and  the mass is carried by the larger particles. Using integrated433

particle size measurement to derive mass is strongly influenced by the density you434

select and should be discussed.435

It is generally true that the effective density function has a strong436

influenced on SMPS-based mass estimates. However, for the specific size and437

effective density functions expected for aviation soot, larger uncertainties438

may arise due to line penetration corrections than effective density. This has439

been shown nicely by Durdina et al. (2014) and cited on line 470 (Methods).440

The reason is that the line penetration correction for the small sizes of441
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aircraft soot particles tends to be very large, relative to other soot sources.442

This point does bear repeating in Results, so we added:443

(We reiterate that our assumption of constant effective density is expected to444

introduce negligible uncertainty for the small soot particles emitted by aircraft445

turbine engines; Durdina et al., 2014).446

447

Furthermore, I disagree with L613-L618; I believe the main reasons for the higher448

SMPS predictions is density assumption, the measurement uncertainty for the size449

bins >100 nm where the number count is very low, and potential shedding450

interference (see comments above). It is also surprising to me that in all figure 5b451

there is excellent agreement between the 2 stripped SMPS VSD’s however it is then452

observed in figure 8b that there is no agreement.  I am unsure how this is453

consistent if the same assumption regarding density is made?454

In response to the previous comment, we pointed out the systematic455

study by Durdina et al. (2014) which proves that the density assumption456

incurs negligible error.457

The reviewer also hypothesizes that low number counts at large size458

bins caused the SMPS errors. This would imply a uniquely higher scatter in459

the SMPS data at small concentrations (since the upper edge of the460

distribution, which contains most of the mass, would become ‘small’ first),461

which is not observed in Figure 9b.462

To the reviewer’s comment that agreement between the SMPS PVDs in463

Figure 5b appears better than Figure 8b, we point out that there are a few464

experiments where the SMPS data overlap in 8b. We did manually choose the465

example in Figure 5b and undoubtedly introduced some bias, but all SMPS466

data have been presented using summary statistics in other figures and the467

raw data for which are included in the Data Availability section. Also, the468

validity of the summary statistics such as GMD and GSD in Figure 7, which are469

more appropriate for lognormal distributions, was checked for all presented470

data.471

472
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o L645: if the TAP and PSAP require a filter change at each test point to operate473

optimally, doesn’t it make them not suitable for aircraft nvPM mass measurement?474

Particularly given the mass loading you’ve experienced were typically lower than475

certification measurements as you were sampling 43m downstream of the engine.476

If  that’s the case, then I suggest re-writing the abstract and conclusion to highlight477

this.478

Indeed, this is the least convenient aspect of the TAP and PSAP. But479

these instruments are tiny (can be operated handheld) and the sacrifice is480

necessary for aircraft measurements.481

We made no relevant statements in the Conclusions, and the only482

relevant Abstract statement is:483

The commercial instruments used were one TAP, one PSAP, and two SMPSs.484

These techniques are used in specific applications, such as on-board research aircraft485

to determine PM emissions at cruise.486

It remains true that these instruments “are used” and, since the487

abstract is already very long, we have decided not to modify the sentence.488

489

490

491

- Conclusion: I suggest re-writing the conclusion considering the comments above.492

For  example, L574, I disagree that 10 ug/m3 is the noise level of the instruments. I493

suggest  replacing “instrument” by “instrument calibration and sampling494

methodology”.495

We changed to:496

the noise level of these instruments in our sampling setup497

We cannot ascribe the observations to calibration issues, which would498

instead cause systematic bias. However, the calibrations could be due to499

background interferences, which become more important at low500

concentrations.501

502

503

504
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Minor comments:  - General: The manuscript could do with more cross-referencing505

for the reader to find  information more easily.506

We have added a couple of cross-references in the process of this507

review.508

509

- L39 & L169: replace “sampling” by “measurement”510

Done511

512

513

514

- L117: add “minimum” before 50%.515

Fixed516

517

518

519

- L122: I don’t believe it’s true that the APC, MSS and LII are the only commercial520

instruments  that satisfy the SARP. For example, a Dekati DEED and a Grimm or TSI521

CPC is a commercial  system that satisfies the SARP. Please clarify.522

523

 The reviewer is correct. Rather than attempt to complete our list of524

commercial instruments, we have removed this statement, to allow for525

future instruments which may enter the market.526

527

528

- L152 & L183: I don’t think you can reference something that hasn’t been529

published yet or that that hasn’t been peer reviewed yet. As a reviewer to this530

paper it is hard to critically appraise the statements and conclusions without being531

able to see the detailed experimental set-up and graphs addressing fuel effects etc.532

This is a fair comment, but the two papers are “companion” papers.533

We should have provided a draft manuscript. At the reviewer’s request we534

are happy to provide a copy of the companion paper, which is now submitted535

to Fuel  and cited as such (Schripp et al.)536
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537

 - L219: Why was the plenum only maintained at 33°C? It seems odd to me that you538

first sampled  via a 60°C heated line, then a 33°C plenum and then other 60°C539

heated lines. This would  promote thermophoretic loss (although very small) and540

could cause water to condense.  Please justify.541

This was a practical limitation and will be corrected in future work.542

543

- L230: Why did you use a 25m line between the Dekati diluter and the NARS544

instruments? Was  it because you couldn’t get container 2 any closer to container545

1? Wouldn’t it have been better  to use a shorter line to minimise diffusional losses546

and reduce your loss correction uncertainty  which accounts for some of the547

discrepancies observed in your data? Given the 4:1 dilution  ratio and sampling548

position the NARS system was not in compliance anyway hence could have  been549

further optimised.550

This was done because the goal of the experiments was to have the551

NARS use its standardized sampling line. The penetration function of this552

sampling line has been characterized in detail.553

554

555

556

- L244: Please quantify what you mean by “good agreement”.557

This statement was used to justify the selection of one instrument over558

another:559

“The CO2 measurements from the NASA LI-COR 7000 were in good agreement560

with those taken by DLR […] but had a faster response time and were therefore used561

as the reference for instruments in Container 1.”562

We acknowledge that “good agreement” is not a scientific assessment,563

but given that the response times differed, the data would need to be564

deconvoluted before any point-by-point statistics are used. The difference in565

response time was related to a difference in flow rates. Since we have566

therefore not sought to systematically compare these two instruments we567

have avoided any quantitative statements here.568
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569

- L255: The DMS-500 measures from 5 nm not 10 nm. Also, what is the size range570

of the EEPS?571

DMS500: fixed572

EEPS: 5.6 to 560 nm. Added.573

574

575

- L317: drift not drifted.576

fixed577

578

579

- L371: Typo CO2 not CO2580

fixed581

582

583

584

- L376: remove “from”.585

fixed586

587

588

- L518: What inversion matrix was used for processing the DMS-500 data? Please589

add to  manuscript.590

Log-normal inversion with a bimodal calibration matrix. Added.591

592

593

- L550: It’s not true the SMPS measures at 10 nm with a 100% efficiency as lots of594

corrections  are applied (charging efficiency, loss through DMA and tubing). Please595

add “corrected” before  100%.596

Text changed (see above)597

598

599

600
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- Figure 7: The x-axis is labelled “mean nvPM xxx”, however some total PM is also601

shown (as  labelled in the legend). Please clarify and correct x-axis.602

The total PM is not included in the X axis. The X axis is correct.603

604

605

606

- L783: therefore not therefor607

Thereof not therefore. Unchanged. Thank you for the comments.608

609

3. Other changes610

We also made the following changes to the manuscript.611

612

1. We realized that the reported aromatic concentrations for SAF1613

and SAF2 in Table 1 were incorrect. They are now fixed.614

2. In Section 4.1.1 we clarified that only the ‘ordinate data’ and not615

‘the measurements’ were normalized by the mean.616

3. We removed the citation to the manuscript by Anderson et al. (in617

prep.).618

619


